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Dates to remember

Last day of Term 3:
Friday 18th September

First day of Term 4:
Monday 5th October

This term the Year 4 students have been busy learning all about procedures. First we 
immersed ourselves in procedural texts and discussed their purpose. We practised reading 
them, identified the key structure and language features. We even had a chance to 
follow some procedures to make masks and play dough. 

Now we are creating our own procedures to share, focusing on the 6+1 traits of 
writing. 

We have been working on the learning intentions:
I can understand and write a procedure using ORGANISATION through the text 
structure TAMM.
I can use EXCELLENT WORD CHOICE and SENTENCE FLUENCY to engage my reader 
using verbs and adverbs.
I can check my work for CONVENTIONS using revising and editing strategies COPS 
and ARMS.

Roya (R29): I have learned that adverbs can add more understanding for the reader an 
example is instead of saying pour you could add slowly pour.

Zahra (R29): I have learned about what adverbs are and that it is describing an 
adjective and what I have realised is that it mostly ends with -ly for example ( I happily 
walked in to the backyard) another is ( I angrily stomped to my room !) that was 2 
examples of an adverb and that’s what I learnt during writing or doing the writing! 

Year 4 Procedural Writing



Year 4 Procedural Writing continued



At River Gum Primary School we value the partnership with our parents and wider school community, 
particularly at this difficult time. Thank you so much to our parent community for all you are doing to support 
the learning of your child/children. We genuinely appreciate your involvement and assistance.  

Based on feedback received during Remote Learning earlier in the year we have adapted our Learning 
Program to better meet the needs of our school community. As result we have introduced ‘Fun Friday’ 
activities with a focus on social and emotional wellbeing and a choice of activities for the day. It is so 
wonderful to see our students at our daily check ins and for our special ‘Fun Friday’ activities.  

We have also introduced a “Specialist Day’ where your child will receive SeeSaw tasks from each Specialist 
to complete. Classroom teachers use this time to attend meetings and plan future work for their students. If 
you need to communicate to a teacher on the day, please do so via the Specialist teacher providing the tasks. 
As they have developed the content they will be able to answer questions and queries regarding tasks most 
efficiently. 

Our school values are respect, equality, inclusion and excellence. These values underpin all that we do. The 
staff at River Gum are available during school hours and are more than happy to assist with any questions or 
concerns.  

We understand that working remotely can at times become overwhelming and even frustrating and we are 
aware that everyone is doing their very best. On days like this sometimes the best thing to do is leave it for a 
while and come back to it later. Please speak to your classroom teacher if you require additional support with 
classroom tasks. We kindly request that if you are speaking to a staff member on the phone, that you do so 
respectfully. Thanks for your understanding and support. 

Communication with the School During Remote 
Learning 


